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After the start of the American Revolution (AR), there was the failed Staten Island Peace Conference 

(SIPC), on 9.11  1776, where General Howe’s bargaining chip was fear. So on the 225th anniversary (225 

is the inverse of 1775 (the start of the AR), in secret society lingo, inverse and reverse apparently mean 

retaliation, and some of these societies are high on vengeance) so on the 225th anniversary of the failed 

SIPC, 9.11  2001, terrorists (the fear mongers) strike in Manhattan, causing devastation and huge 

casualties.  

In 1783 the American Revolution (AR) ended 119 years (the reverse of 911) of British rule over 

Manhattan (in 1664 they beat up the Dutch to get it). Then Robert E Lee (born 24 years after the AR  on 

1.19.1870, the reverse of 9.11), leads the South in a devastating CIVIL War ( Lee’s first battle was on 9.11  

1861 (on Cheat mountain) (Manhattan (ground zero for 9.11)  was purchased for $24 from the Indians 

(somebody got ripped off).  

In 1864 (the 200th anniversary year of the British owning Manhattan) Robert E Lee’s estate was turned 

into Arlington cemetery. On 9.11.2001 flight AA77 buzzed Arlington, seconds before crashing into the 

Pentagon, after a 77 minute flite. After 9.11, Skull and Bones Bush stood on the 9.11 rubble (on 9.14) 

wearing hat 164. Also the WTC (World Trade Center) plan was approved in 1964 

After the Civil war, the United States was ripe for a financial take over, which according to theory, 

culminated with the 1929.10.29 stock market crash (64 years later). The next presidents initials were the 

6th and 4th letters, who kept saying something like (Don’t be afraid my little ones) (during the 9.11.1776 

SIPC, General Howe was banking on fear), and FDR’s  inauguration speech was 1883 (the 100th 

anniversary year of the AR, 1783) words long. FDR’s inauguration speech took 20 minutes (20=T) (the 

British East India Company emblem has 3 crosses (T=20) and match the Titanic’s timeline(struck at 20 

till, sunk at 20 after). On 1981.2.20 AA342 buzzed the North Tower by a few feet (after 90 seconds till 

impact), 20 years before 9.11. 

Then there’s the case of JDR (John Davison Rockefeller)(suspected OO7 became Oil Dictator)(Reptilian 

hybrid?) who’s company went bust (into 34 pieces) in 1911 (90 years before 9.11). The number 90 

probably comes from the 1890 Sherman Anti Trust ACT (JDR apparently freaked out, 2 years later, and 

apparently blamed the world (especially immigrants, especially later, after he started getting letter 

bombs, and immigrants were being deported at 2700 per year. What did JDR do? to warrant such 

malice). 

By the 1900’s JDR (probably reeling from his 1892 episode, and probably out to get somebody) was 

funding medical research into eugenics (leads to racial purity), and funding hate groups (like the klan, 

leading to a klan resurgence in 1915, 19=S and 15=O for Standard Oil), and even the oil company’s 

supplied Hitler during WWII, and gave him research from the Kaiser Wilhelm Institute of Eugenics in 

Germany. So JDR was probably a racist.  

Most of the casualties on the Titanic (1500 died and it sank on the 15th (4.15.1912), the muckrakers 

referred to JDR’s company as #15, and his company went bust on the 15th(5.15.1911)) were immigrants. 

After the devastation JDR wouldn’t leave his summer retreat in Forrest Hill Park in Ohio, even racking up 



a $1.5 million tax bill.  Titanic radio operators gave rescuers a position off by 15.5 miles ( the reverse of 

5.15 when JDR’s Company was busted up).  

JFK from Boston, probably symbolized the Irish immigrant (and Boston was ripe for revolution in 1775, 

and the flights that crashed the twin towers, originated from Boston).  

JFK’s dad Joe worked his way up to investment banker, and apparently struck it rich on the heels of the 

1929 stock crash, then indirectly ratted on everybody as SEC chairman in 1934 (34+29=63 for 1963 when 

JFK was shot, 29 is for 1929, even JFK’s wife was born in 1929). JFK was even given a dagger (who hands 

out daggers? except the notorious Masons), on the 34th anniversary of the 1929 stock crash, with the 

inscription “nobody wounds us with impunity” (9 days later they blow his head off , then steal his brain 

out of the National archives in 1966 (the inverse of 66 is 34), before the Garrison investigation).  

So somtin was up with the number 34. Was it JDR? (Hated by the muckrakers especially Ida Tarbell) JDR 

who’s pride and joy was decimated into 34 pieces. Or was it Joe Kennedys cohorts, during the 1929 

stock crash (JDR transferred 250 million (4.3 billion today) out of his account, right before the 

crash)(whew, that was close). JDR’s name keeps popping up. Is it just coincidence, that his company is 

decimated on 1911 (by section II of the 1890 SAA), and 90 years later, 9.11 decimates (twin towers II) in 

Manhattan, and 2 flights are out of the Irish enclave of Boston (where JFK was born, where the 

American Revolution against the British ignited).  

Joe Kennedys entire family was decimated, his oldest daughter was lobotomized for no reason, JFK and 

RFK were assassinated, Joe the oldest son, blew up in an airplane, Ed Kennedy died of a brain disease. 

What did dad Joe do that was so offensive, so treacherous, so atrocious? The warren commission report 

was 888 pages, and dad Joe was born in 1888. JFK’s 2nd son died on Hiroshima day (lived 1 day and 15 

hours, there’s #15 agane) (JFK was a hero for the Blacks). His 1st son crashed on the 30th anniversary of 

the Apollo moon shot. 
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